TEN ILLUMINATING ISSUES FROM DIGITAL INSTALLATION ART:
A NEW AGENDA FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF INTERACTIVE COMPUTER SYSTEMS
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INTRODUCTION
Developing digital interactive art throws up a number of challenges of particular relevance to the
development of contemporary interactive computer-based systems. Digital art installations provide a
unique new context for computing research, one which differs greatly from traditional application
domains. Interactive installations occupy a different cognitive space to that occupied by personal
computers. In particular, due to the fact that they are inherently social systems, they provide issues and
challenges over and above those posed by more traditional applications. Consequently this is a
particularly fruitful domain which attains added relevance due to its influence on and contribution to
modern society.
Through their experiences of computing intimacies [Sheridan], extreme prototyping and out-of-lab
experiences, .:thePooch:. [thePooch] are developing and deploying interactive, experiential installations
in playful arenas [Bayliss] which explore and exploit the above issues. In this paper, we describe the
conceptualisation, creation and exhibition of work at a number of public events. We reflect upon our
experiences Through examination of the experiential process of producing and deploying interactive
artworks we have identified a number of key design concepts for non-task-based interfaces.
1. Changing the objective of interaction
Digital interactive installations differ from traditional computer based systems in that they tend to be
taskless or non-goal specific. This means that unlike other classes of system, their purpose is not to be
productive in any specific way. For example, a system whose purpose is the preparation of a written
document has a definite goal. Interactive installation art on the other hand has no equivalent goal or
objective. One generic and common intention of such systems is to render or invoke some form of
experience in a participant or observer. This is by no means universal, but by taking this one albeit
vague, but solid objective, it is possible to gain insight into the development of such systems. Such
interactive installations have a radically new objective compared to that of traditional computer systems.
It is essential that we are aware of this fact otherwise it may be all too easy to overlook. In particular, we
must rethink traditional approaches to development and evaluation since many of these are not
applicable to this new class of application.
2.

Emphasizing the importance of artistic installation to computer science

A shift in emphasis from task-based computing to highly imaginative non task-based uses of
technologies provides researchers in computer science with a fertile ground for experimentation and
innovation. Arts installations provide real world environments in which to deploy a variety of experiments
which are not constrained by the need to support a particular task. When high level models of interaction
are formulated, requirements emerge that reflect shared features or common functionality among these
systems. In order to begin to consider the design of any one of a class of interactive systems, it is
necessary to identify the high level features of systems that fall within that class share. There is a clear
need to examine interactive installations so that we can understand the design requirements for
particular classes of systems. This will allow us to create new criteria for evaluating digital interactive art
and human-computer interaction in general.
3.

Developing a language for non-navigational spaces

Digital interactive art draws on the diverse range of theory and understanding from both art and
technology fields. However acceptance and collaboration between the two groups is often difficult. While
it does happen, there is a tendency to remain within ones field; true collaboration is rare. Both domains
have their own language, methodologies and histories and (often) a sureness that one’s own vocation is
much more challenging.
Enigmatic interfaces such as those found in interactive installations do the opposite of what is required
of task-based interfaces: they can encourage people to get lost, to forget, to overlook and to disregard.
They challenge our assumptions of what to expect while engaged in human-computer interaction. We
need to identify a common language and new metaphors for describing interaction in these situations
and with these interfaces, one that is based not on the desktop metaphor or direct manipulation but
rather on non-navigational spaces.

4.

Varying user awareness of interaction and technology

Like any computing system, interactive installations need to balance feedback and control depending on
the type of implicit or explicit system appeal. This balance affects participants’ awareness of how they
are affecting the system and so changes the type of user experience. Less intuitive and atypical
systems require deeper exploration on the part of the observer and can inspire curiosity. For example, a
system like Milk (Figure 1) relies little audience attention however, systems like Bronwen (Figure 2) and
Andrine (Figure 3) [Lock] require explicit audience participation. In many systems, the user is unaware
where the interface is which can prove to be particularly frustrating in task-based situations. For
instance, light sensors that turn on when there is movement in the room, will turn off if a person’s
movement is too little to detect, such as when reading. However, in non task-based applications, the
apparent absence of technology can create intimate user experiences as with Bronwen. Different users
will approach this awareness in different ways depending on their experience and background as well as
the surrounding context and environment.

Figure 1: Milk is a subtly interactive
environmental colour extractor. As people move
in front of a hidden camera, Milk slowly adjusts
the colour of its milkshakes to suit its changing
environment. However, Milk is picky; it only
selects colours that it finds attractive.

5.

Figure 2: Bronwen is an
interactive ethereal apparition
who reacts to proximity and
motion of objects and people.
As participants move closer to
Bronwen or there motion
becomes faster or more
exaggerated, Bronwen reacts
negatively to the invasion of
her personal space.

Figure 3: Andrine is a
virtual
personality
who
reacts to messages sent to
her by various mechanisms
(for example via SMS)
[Lock].

Designing for context and environment

Context is understood as the social, cultural and conceptual placement in which an installation finds
itself (gallery, theatre, a pedagogical context and so on). Each of these contexts is associated with its
own unique features, dynamics, implicit and explicit rules as well as accepted behavioural norms and
conventions. Likewise, environment is associated with its own unique set of properties and constraints.
Environment is a physical space and location and is often linked to context, in that particular contexts
are often associated with particular environments. For example, a play is usually performed in a
theatrical context. While the technical components for an installation may run well in a lab, studio or
theatre, because of the unpredictable nature of most environments, testing installations in the real world
is essential to ensure that the environment is not adversely affecting the technology, performers or
observers. While the anomalies of an environment often cause problems with task-based uses of
technology, such as accuracy and calibration, these anomalies can often be used to the advantage of
the designers of interactive installations.
6.

Non-repeatability and the perception of randomness

For an installation that will have a chance to be observed for any length of time, it is worthwhile to have
some degree of variation with each interaction; an observer may become bored or disenchanted with a
system if it is entirely predictable. This is interesting because that almost directly contradicts certain HCI
rules—again, we want to support a richness of experience rather than tasks. We have to have faith that
observers will lend their own perceptions and experiences to the system in order to achieve some
experiential uniqueness, but beyond that, the system must appear variable, but not arbitrary.

Programmed “randomness” can contribute to the non-repeatability and uniqueness of an experience,
but too much randomness can be seen as a cheat, an out, as intellectual or artistic laziness.
Randomness should be used as a supplement to the main modes of interaction, to provide an
unexpected variation. Non-random processes can lead to the perception of randomness or variability,
such as imprecise sensor systems, unreliable output systems, or other bugs. Complex mappings that
take in more inputs than the observer’s mental model accounts for will make the observer ascribe the
unexpected inputs to randomness until the mental model resolves itself, so they themselves may be
seen as suspect during short interaction periods.
7.

Explanation versus exploration

There is a temptation, when introducing participants to an interactive installation, to give detailed
description describing how and why interaction is to be performed. However, such explicit “instructions”
can destroy the mystique of a particular piece. In addition to this, we must be careful not to detract from
the participant’s (German word for Eureka moment) or “satisfying moment of realisation” where the
purpose and interaction of an installation suddenly becomes clear. A careful balance must be reached
between providing enough hints to direct participants towards a rewarding interaction, without “spoon
feeding” them with a complete set of basic instructions. This is a fundamental issue in challenging a
participant to achieve conceptual and interactive satisfaction from having worked through, interpreted
and understood an installation and it’s interactions. It is worth investigating what can be gained from
encouraging a participants own exploration of a system to a suitable extent and providing them with a
sense of true achievement. Uninhibited exploration may lead to results unintended by the designer
(undesirable to the task oriented system designer) yet still manage to enhance the experience. In
addition to this, satisfaction can also be gained from the social activities of sharing information,
knowledge and experiences with other participants within a space.
It is obvious that type and extent of explanation required will differ from participant to participant and
from context to context. This will inevitably result a proportion of people who fail to understand the
nature and mode of interaction. However, this makes it even more worthwhile for those who have
persevered and succeeded in comprehension and satisfying interaction. As such, the balance between
explanation and exploration is a gamble that must often be made to promote worthwhile interaction.
8.

The beauty of utility

Technologists often attempt to hide away the underlying mechanisms that support participant interaction
and make installations possible. The rational for this is that such technology is ugly and utilitarian and
detracts from the aesthetics of a piece. However, from the perspective of less technocratic observers
and participants, these mechanistic details are just as valid as the intentional aesthetics of the piece.
These glimpses “under the hood” of the installation can make such positive contributions due to the
image of “geek chic” promoted by much modern art and culture. In all too many cases, utilitarian
mechanisms are however often underrated and hidden out of sight of the audience. In the correct
context and with the appropriate audience, revealing these aspects of an installation can add much to
the power and impact of the work.
9.

Issue led and technology led creativity

Many interesting difference exists between the processes of creativity between technological and artistic
disciplines. One particularly interesting difference relates to the manner in which inspiration is harnessed
in the creation of interactive installations. Although not universal across all practitioners, this broadbrush observation is demonstrative of the different cultural backgrounds of the different disciplines.
Artists tend to work in a “top down” fashion, where issues, content and message are first derived and
technologies are then selected to realise these in an installation. Technologists, on the other hand, tend
to work in a “bottom up” fashion, focusing on technology and how it can be utilised in an installation. A
later retrofitting of issues into the installation often obscures this “bottom up” process.
With an appreciation of how these two different groups tend to operate, it becomes possible to better
understand the actions and motivations of the practitioners from each domain. This can in turn lead to
valuable collaborations between members of the two, often disparate, groups. A common model for
such collaboration is to provide each group with independence and autonomy, allowing them to work in
the manner that suits their backgrounds. This does however assume that the two groups meet
somewhere in the middle at some point which, considering the different objectives of the two groups, is
a rare occurrence.
10. You can lead a horse to water, but you can’t make her interact
Despite the fact that much thought and effort is expended on the development of interactive
installations, issues of engagement and usability are often overlooked. This is concerning since such

issues have particular importance for interactive installations, over and above more traditional interactive
systems. Interaction with installations needs to be relatively intuitive to minimise in-depth descriptions
and instructions. In addition to this, interaction should be engaging since, unlike traditional systems,
there is often no clear objective other than the experience of the interaction itself
Many factors outside of the installation can influence participants’ interactions with the piece. For
example, much is made of the environment and context of an installation where the social rules and
expected norms moderate the behaviour of participants. Aspects as esoteric as the atmosphere or
“vibe” of an event or occasion, is beyond the control of the creators of an installation, although they may
have a radical effect on participant’s interaction.
It is essential that these factors are not overlooked in the development of interactive installations and
support is provided for a suitable range of contexts and modes of interaction. This is easier said than
done! However, work towards this end is being undertaken with the identification and investigation of
environment and contexts that are most conducive to participant interaction [Bayliss].
11. Expect the unexpected
No matter how much preparation is put into the set-up and operation of an installation and how the
creators believe they know the environment, context and audience, they will always be surprised by the
unexpected. A great number of environmental, sociological and operational factors conspire to cause a
vast array of unforeseen and emergent problems and challenges to the smooth set up and operation of
interactive installations. These factors include environmental noise, unsympathetic ambient lighting,
effect of crowds, reluctance of participants, overlooking of installations, misjudged technical abilities of
the interactors, or inappropriate interaction. However, rather than discouraging the operation of
installations, all of these factors actually form the argument for such studies. Without empirical data on
such contexts and environments, we cannot hope to understand the constraints under which these
interactive installations must operate.
CONCLUSIONS
Working in the arts opens up new opportunities to investigate modes of interaction that break those
experienced in the day-to-day life of a computer scientist. It is not a completely open domain and
imposes its own aesthetic and practical constraints, but these are different from those of potential utility.
In this paper we have described a number of important issues derived from our own experiences of
developing and deploying interactive installations. This work provides a consideration of an interesting
and exciting new research area which poses many new and novel challenges to computer science. Our
technical computing backgrounds permits us to reflect upon the issues encountered in these new
domains and allows us to infer ramifications and implications for computing research. The deliberations
recorded in this paper provide a unique insight into digital installation art and define a new agenda for
interactive systems in this domain. Using this work as springboard, computer scientists can look beyond
usability, functionality and efficiency to expose the ubiquitous intimate connection between and through
our physical and digital world.
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